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TALKING
'Andrus, Doralyn Partner,
Sharon Outland, Donna Grogan, Shirley
The Senator nominally asyear-old mongrel Tiger in Ogden, Utah, as he looks around
'Regina Blackwood, and Gail Houston of Murray High School have
signed the task is Republican
to advance about $20,000 for him to taker the
someone
for
The first U.S. Mint was estab•
organization
been selected for Quill and Scroll, honorary national
Leader Hugh Scott who tries lished April 2, 1792'at Philadei
dog on tour. He claims Tiger can talk a bit.
for outstanding high school journalism.
manfully, but not infrequently phia.
The mapping project for Calloway County got underway this week
flounders.
* TODAY *
underproject
the
get
hireceto
being
enumerators
field
with several
Whether be gets the wrong
protesters
and
defense,
national
way.
thru Tuesday
Information, whether he overseeking to disrupt local commstates what he gets, or whether
the
on
SSIC
called
unities. The
he doesn't get it at all, is
media to strive harder br 4%i
uncertain. Nevertheless, from
jectivity and fairness in presenttime to time, the White House
ing a cross-section of American
LEDGER & TIMES FILE
him.
Lom
his
tinder
the opportunity to stop, rewind cuts
A Compromiser
By FREDERICK 11, TREESH and review. And he has the
and
As a compromiser
Called on the President and
index caseasily
to
International
United
ability
Press
conciliator, Scott tried to work
Mrs. Eltnire Pogue of Murray Route Two died this morning at
settes," Condon said. Further, out language on a resolution Congress. to be vigilant in dePogue.
' the home of her son, Bro. L. H.
the increases in the milTeen-agers use them most- he said, the tape cassette
funds for tecting
Plans for the erection of a 50 room park hotel at Kentucky Lake pepping them into tape recor- players are inexpensive-selling aimed at cutting off
itary strength of the Communist
U.S.
after
troops
in
Cambodia
2Ceaanm sn WHITS
State Park were announced by Gov. Earle C. Clements.
powers and active in adding to
ders which blare forth the for well under $100- and June 30.
E. A. Somers of Murray was a recent visitor at the Moody Bible latest rock hit.
deterrent power. It
America's
cassettes are Simple to use, a
the White
with
Working
. Institute in Chicago recently.
The tiny plastic tape cas- boon to people with little House, Scott told reporters he said the United States must pioMr. and Mrs. Garnett Morris announce the engagement ant settes, which are revolutionis- mechanical ability.
neer new defense systems if it
approaching marriage of their daughter,Maurita,to George William ing the recorded music indus- Perhaps more important, he ad workea out a compromise, is to be fully protected in the.
_
1:00C
OCOOCO,
5oc0000 • c
in
was
House
White
Fla.
Quincy,
and the
Fletcher, son of Mr. and Mrs. G. D. Fletcher of
try, could have similar impact observes, is that today's agreement. Not so. said the late 70's and 1980's.
youngsters are so tape oriented.
on the world of education.
House. To which, Scott
The possible uses for educa- By 1975, estimates Audio- White
lamely reply that it
tional tape are infinite in Visual Instruction magazine, ben had to
the White House
number- both in school and in more than 27 million educatio- was his feeling
the language
with"
"live
could
produced,
home study courses. They seem nal tapes will be
"compromise."
LEDGER & TIMES FILE
the
of
equally as valuable in teaching accounting for about one-third
The question of who spoke for
nursery rhymes to preschoolers Of the total tape market.
and complex diagnostic techU
Deaths reported are Judge A. J. G. Wens, age 72, Homer D. niques to practicing doctors.
present
examples of nalunion
"Jack" Rowlett,- Zack Cunningham, age 86, Mrs. Emma Brown educatio
uses of tape cas,age 63, Miss Nettie Cochran, age 57, Mrs. Audie Haley, age 66,
settes are these
and Ernest Bailey, age 52.
Offers Study Courses
Joe Robinson, son of Mr. and Mrs. Otley Robinson, Murray
Training School student, won the 880 yard run at the Kentucky - A college in Illinois offers
home study courses in English
State Track meet at Lexington.
Nets Waggoner, highway maintenance foreman here, declared and iocial studies.
Sea Island, Ga, - The Board on U. S. corpoi aeons and fears
- An educational publisher of Directors of the Southern Sta. that die situation is likely to wortoday that curb and gutter work is now in progress on Twelfth
offers refresher courses in ten industrial Council meeting sen.
Street.
the AmDr. W. F. Baker, chiropractor, has opened an office in the shorthand and typing.
here placed the Organization on Six major threats to
- An affiliate of the Cal_..teurefrecord last week in opposition to erican political and economic
Bank of Murray building here this week.
nia Medical Association Pre- reform of the U.S.Postal system system were listed by the SSIC
pares 60-minute seminars on "at the expense of authorizing as follows:
Left's disrigrard
•
tape for member doctors.
compulsory unionism for postal 'I, The New
-Insurance companies and employees."
for law and contempt for coastitbrokerage firms use lane
Legislation currently being pa- teed authority.
cassettes in their training shed in Congress by the Post. '3. The Liberal perTalssiveeess
courses for salesmen. As master General and the AFL-C10 which tolerates and encourages
airline trains employes similar- would authorize negotiation of
disorderly behavior and violent
contracts for postal workers in challenges to established instiAnd, Thou, Lord, in the beginning hast laid the foundation of the ly.
Cassette tape recorders in which they would either have to
earth; and the heavens are the works of thine hands.- Hebrews 1:10.
tutbns.
In all ways acknowledge Him, and He will direct thy paths. use in schools rose 55 per cent join unions or be fired.
3. Lack of governmental conlast year- twice the rate of
The SSIC supports efforts to
for the productive citizens
Increase of the next nearest overhaul the U. S. postal sys- cern
bear the burdens of taxation
who
babies
million
A quarter of a
audio-visual device, according tem, Directors of the associa.
and assume responsibility in
to market analysts.
art born in the United States
tion emphasized in their annual their communities.
Make More Sense
each ,ear v.ith -ignicseant deDeclaration of Policy statement 4. Excessive governmental
, Donald S. Condon, president covering a variety of issues
fects, sas die \larch of Dimes.
concern for those who seek to
the
of
of
Condyne,
Inc.
New
"but the price would be too
There are al,out 25 horse_lives of dependency at the
3 Reasons to go
of their felliivicitliens.
expense
tapes, says c ett
es 'make of postal t"
etrer"ranrr
ployees -Oa refrain
Lellicilti°"9""fri
Datsun Automatic
tate*.
The existence of union mon5.
leeven more sense In educatinn_,
from union-membership."
opolistic powers which restrain
2
a
3-speed
smoothness
1
than music"' In several rea'
Directors of the -SSW also trade and threaten the rights
speed can t match
sods,
took issue with the-N-Mon Adne and well-being of American en2 Up to 25 miles per gallon
"They provide the Ustierinistration on the
"family assi- terprise and the general public.
_____stance plan" in the
3 Delivers peak pertormonce
AckninIstra. 6. Bureaucratic attempts to
with 96 HP,engine
tioo's welfare reform proposal eider the lives of entire comDrive a Datsun. then decide.
now pending in the Congress.Th. munities. Despite these threats,
Today thru Tues.
ALMANAC
elf statement pointed out that
• _
__
the Directors' statement said,
By United Press International theefamily assistance plan would the SSIC has "a positive view of
Robert Redford
guarantee a minimum income the greatness and opportunities
*Today is Saturday, May 23, by Federal action, and said this afforded by our society" and
"The Sondance Kid"
the 143rd day of, 1970 with 24.woad diseourage many people pledged all its efforts toward
and his woman
trom making the maximum effort helping 'maintain e "free, reto
Katherine Ross
The moon is between its hill to support themselves and their eponsible, self - reliant cite
- in 4ependents, and encourage them near y."
phase and last quarter.
Mon.&
The
morning stars are "to take advantage of a perm.. The SSIC trent on record as
WILLIE
"TELL THEM
eat tree ride through life."
Mercury and Saturn,
favoring reasonable and equitaBOY IS HERE"
The evening stars are Venus, During its annual three-day
laws to promdte clear air,
meeting...which ended Saturday ble water and to prevent pollMars, and Jupiter.
rity
clean
the SSIC Board members end
On this day In history:
generally. At the same
Celebrating
In 1701 Captain William Kidd guests heard addresses by U. S, *on the SS1C declared, industime,
Ffortio
drasanEddlfar
strodmJT
. hGururonoem
was hanged in London for Sena
y of
Our 1st Year as a Datsun Dealer
try should be protected against
piracy and murder,
unreasonable and irregularly ap.
A UNIV„ERSAL PICTURE
South
Carolina, and elected new
In 1939 the U.S. Navy
authpublic
standards, and
earcaning year, plied should be urged to stand
ew
submarine "Squalus" sank oft officers Wfor stth
orities
SOMETHING NEW In for out New Hampshire in 240 feet of Arthur
against scare tactics and
* Coming Tues.*
f qwimaiilts is displayed by water and 33 of the 59 men the Gary Aircraft Corp. of firm
emotionalism with regard to polli;.•i man actress Gilt Frey-, aboard were rescued by aAntonio,
.
t-.1 Torthase'SSwalc,eslue(ctr,ed
the new
g at the Cannes Film Fesdiving bell,
eitime(i
other statements of polIn 1960 Israeli agents cap- eding W. I. Thoenton of t, Au. Among
on the French Riviera.
by the &SIC Board
adopted
icy
tkeltousanSDeyg
Adolf
Stle', in the Italian entry, hired
Eichmann in ustine, Fla., President of thrfollowing:
the
were
GP
Argentina and spirited him Florida East Coast Railroad. ^
••••,ria
Great Adventure of
strongly opposed unionization
back to Tel Aviv. Eichmarui SSIC headquarters Is
s, rArnourtie '•
ate(! tx
of public employees and urged
was convicted of being a mass Nashville, Tennessee.
forbid public emIn their PolicyDeclaratien,LA- the States to
AsommaiN111=11111111 killer of Jews in World War 11
strikes,
pioyee
Directors of the Southern
and was hanged.
—NOW OPEN
Called -jot recognition "treeIn 1965 the Organization of Industrial Council, said the
choice" plans as a "soAmerican States set up a ginning of the 1370's sei.:s thi• iom of
eminently fair approach"
peacemaking, force in the "values of the .free enterer i.e und and
operation of the public schools
to
under
system
assault
Dominican Republic to stand
from lege
Industrial Road
Main Street
and asked for an end to busing
between rebel and loyalist sides - from the trite!'
(Iiri hill Adams' Welding)
achieve balancing
potshots of Left-Liberal liUlli, - of children to
factioes.
formulas.
IT 753-8692
Is to the bomb plantinu, of
Said the public is deeply conA thought for the dee: utionaries who.
•
about the open sympathy
cerned
•
.
in
'Norwegian
cOrptirlteheackluarter,..."1',, _
poet Henrik Ibsen
reporters and commensome
We Do All TYpes of Painted
of
Mess
leaders
cumin-1,4,,
said, "I hold that man Is in the
particularly in the broad.
tators,
53-71 1 4
Sycamore Street
SSIC
Board orpressed
right who is most closely In
Signs and Custom Art
demon„as* media, for campus
cern over recent bomt , tt
league with the future."
wommimmir
strators. radical opponents of
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Tape Cartridges May Have
_Today Large Impact On Education

WINNER*4
ACADEMY
INCLUDINGAMIDST
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BUTCH CASSIDY
'THE SUNDANCE KID

-30YearsAgoThisWeek

One Thing You'll Love About
Shop Post Office Is Datsun Is Its Automatic Transmission
Opposed By Industry Group
From Muncie, Indiana

111110MMICS

Bible Thoughtfor Today

Esposit
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By MART
UPI Spur
NEW YORK (
man Bobby Orr
Bruins, the g
hockey, and coo
Esposito of the
Hawks were
to the National
All-Star team
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ever to win the
title and the fir
take four indivi
one season, incr
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Star. Esposito
league record
this season
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Pro-Cele
For June
CELEBRITIES,
TEE OFF FOR
HURSTBORNE C
JUNE 1
By Jack Sim
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B. Nunn, will p
Kentucky Thor
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Hurstborne Gem
Tee-off time
one day tourney
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Fund.
Promoters of
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tee-off time, The
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and 80 sponsors.
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with one pro, o
sponsor and a go
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THROUGH THE MONTH OF MAY

Lassiter & McKinney Datsun

MO

WILL GIVE THE AUTOMATIC TRANSMISSION
With The Purchase Of Any New Datsun
4 DOOR SEDAN, Wagon Or 2 Door Sedan

—
GRAF1h ADYERTIZING

THIS MEANS A s19000 SAVINGS

Lassiter McKinney Datsun

•
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An on the set
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Thursday and Friday. Abe top
teams listed will play the first
game, starting at 6:00 P.M. The
Home Team is the second team
JULY 16
named. The second game will not
Nats vs. Yanks
start later than 8:20 P.M.Ralned
Twins vs. Cubs
out games will be played on the
JULY 17
next non-game day.
Cards vs. ASiTOS
Practice Schedule - Practice
Reds vs. A's
during the season will be each
Game Schedule - Games will Wed. la Sat at 4:00 P.M. and
be played on Monday,' Tuesday, 7:00 P.M. respectively.

MURRAY LITTLE LEAGUE BASEBALL SCHEDULE
JUNE 1
Twins vs. Astros
Nats vs. A's
JUNE 2
Cubs vs. Cards
Yanks vs. Reds
JUNE 4
A's es. Cards
Reds es. Twins
JUNE 5
Cubs vs. Nats
Yanks vs. Astros
JUNE 8
Astros vs. Reds
Yanks vs. Twins
By MARTIN LADER
to the team.
JUNE 9
Sports
Writer
UPI
Howe, who observes his silver
A's vs. Cubs
NEW YORK (UPI)- Defense- anniversary in the NHL next
Cards vs. Nats
man Bobby Orr of the Boston season, was installed at right
NEW YORK (UPI)-Two ball
JUNE 11
Bruins, the golden boy of wing and Hull at left wing. The of famers and a former pitcher
Cards vs. Yanks
hockey, and rookie goalie Tony final place on the team, turned author went to bat for
Cubs vs. Reds
Esposito of the Chicago Black selected by members of the Curt Flood in federal court
JUNE 12
Hawks were unanimous choices NHL Writers' Association, went Thursday and all three offered
Twins vs. A's
to the National Hockey League to center Phil Esposito of the reasons why the reserve clause
Nats vs. Astros
All-Star team announced today. Boston Bruins, who was second should be abolished.
JUNE 13i:.
Orr, the first defenseman In the scoring race to teamJackie Robinson and Hank
Cubs vs. Yanks
scoring
league
of
ever to win the
Greenberg, both members
mate Orr.
A's vs. Astros
title and the first player ever to
The second team consists of the Hall of Fame, and Joni
JUNE 16
take four individual awards in goaltender Ed Giacohifir of the Brosnan, an ex-pitcher and
Twins vs. Nats
one season, increased his bonus Rangers, defenSemen Carl author of two books about
Cards vs. Reds
money for the year to $17,750 Brewer of the Red Wings and baseball, testified on behalf of
JUNE 18
.with the additional $2,000 he Jacques Laperriere of the Flood, an outfielder with the St.
Astros vs. Cubs
receives as a first team All- Canadiens, center Stan Mikita Louis Cardinals for 14 seasons
Cards 4.Twins
Star. Esposito set a Modern of the Black Hawks, right wing who is fighting for abolishment
JUNE 19
league record with 15 shutouts John McKenzie of the Bruins of the controversial reserve
A's vs. Reds
this season and has earned and left wing Frank Manovlich clause.
Yanks vs. Nats
$13,000 in prize money.
The trial resumes today with
of the Red Wings.
JUNE.22
on
Cooper
Ben
Irving
While youth was dominant
Selection to the first team Is Judge
Astros vs. Cards
the Aft-Star team with the worth $2,000 while each player hearing the case.
Yanks vs. A's
Robinson, who broke basepresence of Orr, Tony Espositc named to the second team
JUNE 23
ball's color line in 1947 and
and Brad Park of the Neu receives $1,000.
Nats vs. Reds
with the Brooklyn
York Rangers, who took down
No player from a West starred
Cubs vs. Twins
the other defenseman's slot, Division team war named to Dodgers for 10 years, called the
JUNE 25
age continued to have its day either the first or second team reserve clause "one-sided" but
A's vs. Nats
as all-time greats Gorctie Howe and the Toronto Maple Leafs added that he thought there
Reds vs. Yanks
NNE te
of the Detroit Red Winga and were the only East Division should be _ some degree'
control by clubs over players
Bobby Hull of tlie "-Chicago team not represented.
Astros vs. Twins
Black Hawks were nominated
rather than a completely tree•-t—Gueds vs.-eubs
agent status for everyone ever
JUNE 29
season.
Twins vs. Reds
Greenberg echoed Robinsoe's
Astros vs. A's
sentiments.
JUNE 30
Yanks vs, Cards
"The reserve clause is Cubs vs. A's
obsolete, antiquated and defiJULY 2
nitely needs change," Green- Twins vs. Yanks
berg said. "The reserve clause Nats vs. Cards
CELEBRITIES, GOLD PROS TO k the tournament, the $2000 has been in the news since 1923
JULY 3
TEE OFF FOR CHARITY AT .contribution guarantees a spon- and has brought objections Reds vs. Cubs
reception
the
confused
from
players
and
HUFISTBORNE COUNTRY CLUB r an invitation to a
Astros vs. Nats
unday, May, 31 at the country public.. . The owners should
JUNE 1
JULY 6
Ub, and an invitation to a dinner have some control over players Astros vs. Yanks
„By Jack Simc01
but it should be limited."
dance after the tournament.
Brosnan spoke about the
Les Brown and his band of ReLOUISVILLE, Ky. - Twenty
HALL OF FAMER DIES
top gold pros and at least 15 nown will play for the dinner hardships forced upon him in
cletrities, including Gov. Louie dance. Brown also will play in 1964 by former Cincinnati Reds'
CHICAGO (UPI) - Ray
B. Nunn, will play in the first the golf tournament as one of the club owner Bill DeWitt after
Brosnan's first book "The Long Schalk, who caught for the
Kentucky Thoroughbred Pro-Cel- celebrities.
Other celebrities so far are Season", had been, published. Chicago White Sox for 18 years
ebrity Golf Tournament at the
Hurstborne Country Club June 1. Comedian Jimmy Durante; XctOr Brosnan said DeWitt told him and was. elected to Baseball's
Tee-off time for the 18-hole, Dale Robertson; Singe* Bobby he 'lad violated a clause-1e his Hall of Fame in 1955, died
one day tourney will be 10 a.m. Goldsboro; Comedian Pat Henry; contract by not consulting the Tuesday. Schalk, one of the
Proceeds of the event will go to Bay Packers Paul Hornung and club before the book's publica- "Black" Sox players untouched
the Louisville General Hospital Jerry Kramer; former Brooklyn Hon. Brosnan also spoke about by the bribery charges In the
Dodger PeeWee Reese; Live-time the hardships of being traded 1919 World Series, pined the
Fund.
coaching staff at Purdue in 1947
Promoters of the charity tour- Derby winner Eddie Arcaro; for- from one team to another,
and retired in 1965.
nament said they hoped to have mer Gov. A. B.(Happy)Chandler;
20 patrons at $2000 each and 100 W. James Host, Kentucky commsponsors at $100 each before issioner ofParks,and Roy Thorn, Sanders, Julius Boros,Gay BrewCARDS-GIANTS TRADE
tee-off time. The tourney already of Louisville, tournament direc- er;
Motor
Co.
Ford
patrons
retired
16
and
with
tor
Dave
Stockton;
black
Tom
the
Weiskopf;
in
is
ST. LOUIS (UP!)-The St,
executive.
Tom Shaw; Bobby Nichols; Dave
and 80 sponsors.
Golf pros taking part in the Hill; Miller Barber; Burt Yanc- Louis Cardinals sent righthanThere will be 20 foursomes
with one pro, one celebrity, a charity event are Lee Trevino, ey; Charles Cooley; Deane Bo- der Jerry Johnson to the San
sponsor and a golfer of his choi- leading money winner for 19'70; man; Orville Moody; Al Geiberg- Francisco Giapts on Tuesday in
ce (or tv)o golfers designated by Frank Beard, leading money win- er ; Bruce Devlin; Tony Jacklin; etchange for relief specialist
Frank Linn.
the sponsor) in each foursome. ner in 1969; George Archer, and Gary Player.
Besides the two playing spots Masters Champion in 1969; Doug Spectator tickets for the tournament are $5 each, and may be
purchased by writing Kentucky TOP FIVE*
Thoroughbred Pro-C elebrity Golf
TUCSON, Ariz. (UPI)-SouthTournament, P. 0. Box 22157,
Louisville, Ky. 40222. Cheeks ern California, Texas, Florida
should be matte payable to Louis- State Ohio State andlississippi Sate are the top five in this
ville General Hospital.
week's college baseball poll
conducted by. the newspaper
"CW
.ANM114...__aseball "
—.Deserted dads get break

A's vs. Twins
JULY 7
Nats vs. Cubs
Reds vs. Cards
JULY 9
Nats vs. Twins
Cards vs, A's
JULY 10

Reds vs. Astros
Yanks vs. Cubs
JULY 13
A's vs. Yanks
Cubs vs. Astros
JULY 14
Twins vs. Cards
Reds vs. Nats

Esposito Brothers Named 'IVO HALL OF
To Hockey All-Star Squad FAMERS TESTIFY
AT FLOOD 1111AL

Pro-Celebrity Golf Tourney Set
For June 1 At I Hursutbone

The making of

"BUM CASSIDY
AND THE
SURDINICE KID"
An on the set documentary narrated by George Roy Hill,
William Goldman, Paul Newman,and Robert Redford
on the same program

-

INF MK
ULU %MR MS
Charles Laughton's most memorable performance in a
documentary reconstruction of a multi-million-st,ollar film
abandoned over thirty years ago.
EVERYONE WELCOME!!
lit RUN - OPEN TO THE PUBLIC

MAY 22 & 23
FRilDaY & SaTuRONY

8 p.m., MSU Aud. 50*
SPONSD- EO BY THE
STUDENT GOVERNMENT

CITIZENS
IN NEXT TUESDAYS ELECTION, MAY 26,
:JUDGE ONLY WHAT IS BEST FOR THE CHILDREN.'
LET THAT COME ABOVE ALL ELSE

VOTE FOR I

-Wk
A.,
4(

SOMERSET, Ky. - The twentieth annual North-South Championship Outboard Boat Races,
second largest in the U. S.,
will be held May 23-24 at Lake
Cumberland in Pulaski County
Park near Somerset.
Some 70 drivers from 30 states east of the Mississippi as
well as Texas and Oklahoma
will compete in the event, sponsored by the National Outboard
Assn.(N0A).
The drivers will be divided,
according to home town, into
two teams representing the North
and the SOM. Some86 team and
individual trophies will be offered as well as $1500 in prize
money.
Also the Gen, J.J.B. Williams
trophy will be awarded to -the
outstanding driver ,selected by
the drivers themselves.
The first NorthsTouth Chant.
pionshins were held at Lake Cumberland in 1951 and last year
the event was held at Claytor

I.

If You Wish Transporation To The Polls
Call The Number In Your Community -

Outboard Racis Set This
Weekend, Lake Cumberland
Lake in Virginia.
The NOA held its Southeast
Zone Championships at lake Cu.
mberiand last year, liked the
location, and decided to mo
the big race here this year
World outboard speed recor
holder Kenny Kitson, of Bridge..
town, Texas, will be on hand
and so will former record holder J. Earnest Threlkeld If hel.
byville, Ky. Kitson's record is
113.2 mph.
Heat races in eight different
classes will be held May 23 with
several one hour marathon races
scheduled for Sunday.
Points awarded at the event
\ Natwill count toward the
ional Championship.
Special pleasure boat races
for novice drivers will be held
both days with the becinners
competing in three classes based on engine size.
No admission will be chug.
ed other than a parkinc fee.
Interested persons should con.
tack Bob Rowe or Walter Muth
Di Somerset.

SETTER
HOOLS
--.4,1••••1111E1rEeli....1•1111+.-- —

TOKYO (UPI -An -oreniza' HEDLUND'!OPTIONED
.
lion operates a home in Tokyo
KANsAs CITY, me. (U131)-for fatheh whOse wives deserted
them. The motherless families The Kamer City Royals Tuesmove into the home and social.day optkload righthander Mike
workers care for the children Ned—.
asiyi to Omaha and called
while their fathers are at work. up leftheeder Tom Burgmeier.

By Jim Warren

I

CALLOWAY COUNTY

HAZEL 491-8576

LYNN GROVE 435-4415
!* FAXON 436-5556

KIRKSEY 753-6674

1: NEW CONCORD 436-1183
4(
4(

ALMO 753-5357

This ad paid for by the PTA's, Mother's Clubs and Parents' clubs
of Calloway County schools.
a

************************************
4
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June Wedding Planned

a

TIMES

—

•••••

Phone 753-1917 or 753-4947
•

•

Coldwater Club
Meets In Home
Of Mrs. Darnell

Wagar-Hill Engagement

•

Vol
we

The Coldwater Homemakers
Club met Tuesday, May 19, in
tbe home of Mrs. Herman Darnell.
Mrs. Newell Doores gave the
scripture reading and prayer.
The thought for the day was
"God give me the fortitude to
endure the things that cannot be
changed, the courage to change
the things that should be chang
ed, and the wisdom to know
the difference".

..1

Dr. Dodson, Jr.,
Speaker For Class
In Home Economics

Meetings Creative
Stitchery Planned
For Homemakers
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Mrs. J. B. Burkeen
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tive craft program for Extension.
Meetings will be held to r
each county in the Purchase
Area starting at 9:00 a.m. and
Dr. Samuel R. Dodson, Jr,
Miss Trudy Thompson of Ful- lasting until 3:00 p.m. Consult
a
teaching
ton County wW be
the following list for the date minister of the First United
lesson in Creative Stitchery and place of the meeting most Methodist Church spoke to the
Wall Hangings to all Homemak- convenient for you: May 26 at students in the Home EconoThe secretary, Mrs. Noble Fuer Club leaders in the Purchase the Fulton Municipal Housing mics III class at Murray High
qua, called the roll with each
Area.
member answering with an old
Assembly Room, Valley and School.
The class is studying the un
Miss Thompson, a former Ex- Carr Streets in Fulton; May 27
fashioned custom that might
tension Agent, has worked with at the Graves County Extens- it, "Looking Toward Marriage"
well be revived today.
crafts at Gatlinburg, Tennes- ion Office, Mayfield; May 28 Dr. Dodson's interesting talk
Mrs. Doores gave an interest.
see. At the present time she is at the Walnut Court Housing was about the conditions which
ing landscape lesson on Wild
showing her work at Berea Col- Project Community Center. Ben- are conducive to a successful or
flowers. She also demonstrated
lege in Berea, Kentucky. She is ton; June 1, Calloway County unsuccessful marriage, about
how gourds could be used for
sharing her experiences in cre- Extension Office, Murray; June the role of religion in marriage,
floral arrangements.
ative work with the leaden in 2 and 3 at the McCracken Coun- and about interfaith marriages.
order to promote a highly crea- ty Extension Office, Paducah; He stressed that "religion is
The lesson on "Outdoor Liv
Iune 4 in Room 205 of the Fed- one of the strongest bonds in
big Areas" was given by Mrs
any
that
and
more
marriage
the
on
and
Clinton
in
Building
eral
Darnell and she alarmed pict
June 5 at the Kentucky Utilit- alike the partners are, the more
urea of well planned and beauti
likely
to
are
they
suea
have
ies Building in Barlow.
fully landscaped patios. She
cessful
marriage".
If you are interested in atsaid that homes today are built
The class is taught by Mrs.
tending the meetings and defor liviability and enjoyment
sire further information ton- Lucy Lilly and the student teaand less for style. The idea is
A party was given in honor cernimg the meeting or items cher is Miss Sharon Thomas.
to bring the indoors out as well
Members of the class are Jenof the Grand Officers of the to bring please contact your loMiss Margaret Anne Steytler
as to enjoy the beauty of the
Dr. and Mrs. Edmund John Steytler of Pittsburgh, Penn. International Order of the Rain- cal University of Kentucky Ex- nie Barker, Donna Carpenter,
outdoors from within.
formerly of Murray, announce the approaching marriage of their bow for Girls by the Murray tension Office or Mrs. Mildred Peggy Carr, Pam Elkins, Pat
A plate lunch and cold drinks
daughter, Margaret Anne, to Robert Jack Clapp, son of Mr. and Assembly No. 19 on Sunday, Potts, County Extension Agent Evans, Susan Hale, Susanne
Miss Cindy Ann Wager
were served on the patio after
Mrs. Robert George Clapp of Mentor, Ohio.
May 17, from two to four
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Jack Wager of Murray announce the
for Home Economics, La Cen- Hale, Rita Harris, Diane HutThe ceremony will take place Saturday, June 13, it
clock in the afternoon at the ter, Ky. 42056.
chens, Sandra Kalaber, Susan engagement of their eldest daughter, Cindy Ann, to David Lynn which a tour of the lawn and
gardens was made. Flower
Masonic Hall.
Shore Unitarian Church, Mentor, Ohio.
•••
Moody, Donna McKinney, Re- Hill, son of Mr. and Mrs. T. C. Hill of Murray.
plants were exchanged.
Mr. Clapp has been a biology student at Kent State Uni- Honorees at the party were
becca Mott, Terri Parker, RoseMiss Wager is a graduate of Murray University School and
Other members present were
versity and is currently employed as a research assistant for Miss Barbie Keel, Grand Christmarie Redmon, Celia Simmons, will be a sophomore at Murray State'University in the fall, where
iirs. Raul Adams, Mrs. Mildred
Horahaw Chemical Company, Solon, Ohio. Miss Steytler is com- ian flag bearer; Miss Marilyn
Yvonne Tharpe, Karen Thomp she is majoring in elementary and special education.
3arzell, and Mrs. Vivian Adams.
pleting her second year in theatre arts at Lake Erie College and Lasater, grand representative to
son, Beth Tuck, and Mary Eva
Mr. Hill, a graduate of Murray High School, is presently
The next meeting will be held
Texas; and Miss Patricia Evans, Mr. and Mrs. W. Robert Higg- Wells.
will continue in the same field at Kent.
employed at Scott Drugs.
is the home of Mrs. Mable
Dr. Steytler was on the !amity of -Murray State College grand representative to Caliies- ins, 1101 Main Street, Murray,
The wedding will take place at the First Baptist Church on
iuj Who will eve a lesson on
ni.a.
from 1956 to 1964.
announce thi birth of a baby
p
ALs
lieturdgy, Augqil .0. ajlegd.,hirty 9'slock tp the morniug,
.
Ikea.---•
-Inter were each honored with boy loin on Tuesday, May 19,
•
an addendum by the members at 7:25 p.m. at the Murray-Calbe held fOL1.
of the assembly and presented loway County Hospital.
1Led by a basket
About 169.§ million persom
• Mrs. Shirley Miller of Murray
dinner and singing in the after
with many useful gifts. Miss The new father is a professthe
in
States
United
hospital
had
the
from
has
dismissed
been
noon.
•••
Mrs. W. A. Farmer was the Nita Atkins served as musician or in history at Murray State Western Baptist Hospital, Pa- insurance in 1969, says the
The New Providence Riding
Leader for the program present- and gave the invocation.
University.
Health Insurance Carnal.
ducah.
worthy
McCord,
Tress
Miss
•••
the Woclub will meet at the club house
Sunday, May 34
Mrs Autry Farmer opened ed at the meeting of
of the advisor of the Assembly, called
The annual homecoming will at 2:30 p.m. All members are
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Henderson
her home on Wells Boulevard man's Missionary Society
held the meeting to order and In- of Dexter are the parents of a
be held at the Flint Baptist urged to be present.
for the meeting of the Faith Elm Grove Baptist Church
• ••
at troduced Miss Betsy Riley who baby boy, Harry Lee, weighing
Church. Regular services will
Doran Circle of the ,Women's ni Wednesday, May 30,
even- acted as mistress of ceremonies eight pounds four ounces, born
be held followed by a basket
Homecoming will be held at
Society of Christian Service of ieven-thirty o'clock in the
for the program.
dinner and singing in the after- the Hardin Pentecostal Church
on Wednesday, May 10, at 9:45'
the First United idethochst ng at the church.
Receiving the guests as they a.m. at the Murray-Calloway
theme
of God with singing to start at
noon.
Church held on Tuesday, May "Heroic Story" was the
•••
Mrs. entered the hall were Miss Keel, County Hospital.
1:30 p.m. featuring the Lebon19, at two o'clock in the after- if the program given by
Miss
Farmer, Mrs. Earl Lee, Mrs. Miss Lasater, Miss Evans,
Homecoming will be held at aim; from Festus, Mo. All singThey have one daughter, Carnoon.
the Peeler Cemetery, located ers and visitors are welcome.
henry Richardson, and Mrs. Rosetta Robertson, Grand Wor- la Jo, age two. The father is an
•• •
thy Advisor of the Internation- iron worker.
northeast of Almo, with Rev.
The meeting was opened with Keys Keel.
William McKinney preaching at
to prayer was by al Order of the Rainbow for Grandparents are Mr. an
Monday, May 25
prayer by Mrs. Samuel R. Dod- The call
All girls of Woodman of
11:43 a.m.
Walton Fulkerson. Mrs. Girls, and Miss McCord. The Mrs. E. L. Henderson of Benson, Jr., Mrs. Autry Farmer call- Mrs.
• ••
Burkeen, president, pre- latter invited the guests to the ; ton Route Si. and Mr. and Mrs.
Woodcraft between the ages of
harles
ed the roll and Mrs. Isaac L
refreshments.
for
table
The annual homecoming will eight and sixteen that plan to
'
Maxie Puckett of Dexter. Sam
Claton gave the treasurer's re- uded.
By Abigail Van Buren
present were 1 The party was closed with the ',D. Puckett of Denver, Colorado,
be held at the Chapel Hill. Bap go on the Woodman trip this
port. Mrs. F. It Crawford, chair- Other members Mrs. Rupert taking of pictures of the gin;ILI
A treat grandfather.
Hale,
list Church, located on Highway summer are asked to meet at
man, presided and the group Mrs. Glen
DEAR ABBY: After mother died, our father lost no time
Billy Outland, and their families.
464, Kirluey and Mayfield Road. the Woodmen Hall at six p.m.
voted to pay the circle share Emerson, Mrs.
in finding another lady to keep him company. She is 36. Dad
Weston, and Mrs
The public is invited to attend.,
Tuesday, May 26
for the migrant workers kit Mrs. Wilbur
•••
is 57. Dad also said be doubted if he'd ever marry again, but
James Outland. Mrs. Rose AlexThe Tau Phi Lambda sorority
project
a
was
He
after
he
man.
death
months
married
mother's
8
visitor.
The annual homecoming will of the Woodmen of the World
Mrs. J. T. Sammons gave the ander was a•••
said we would be the first to know if be decided differently.
, be held at the Flint Baptis will meet at the home of Mrs.
devotion from Matthew 24:8 and
We were the last to know.
• Church. Regulisr services wIMCarolyn Parks at seven p.m.
also an interesting reading on
Don't say it's none of our business. We are his children
the first meeting of the Church
and we love him, and it's very much our business. We just
ashamed. She's all for continuing the friendship just like
Women's union of the Methodcan't see dad marrying a woman who is the same age as his
nothing happened.
ist Church written by Mrs. Theoldest daughter Are we wrong to be. . .
Now Pat says if we don't keep seeing Marge and Mac.
odore Wedel, national president
DISGUSTED WITH DAD
Mac will get suspicioue and wonder why. Frankly, I don't
•
of the NCC. She is the first wocare what he thinks. Pat says I'm being unfair because he
man to hold this position and
DEAR DISGUSTED. I think yes are. True. dare your
her husband is minister of the
and Mac are real good buddies now and I'm breaking up
The Calloway County Assocknew
to
first
he
should
I.
decide
the
be
you'd
said
father
United Methodist Church in iation for Retarded Children
their friendship. Abby, I just don't want to see this couple
that
kept
But
have
premise.
really
you
it
should
he
remarry,
Washington.
'held a meeting and get togethany more. Am I wrong?
PAT'S WIFE
only
his
S.
with
IP.
yourself
happiness.
comers
him.
"loveAn intaesting and instructive er at the home of Major and
If the age difference presents a problem between them, it
DEAR WIFE: No. Tell Pat If he wants to continue to be
talk on the Kentucky Mountain Mrs. Warner Cole on Tuesday
will be their problem.1
a buddy te Mae, be can do it on his own time, but to include
Mission was presented by Mrs. evening, May 19.
you out. And to forget the foursome for the time being, tee.
J. W. Stuart who was introduc- This was a farewell meeting
DEAR ABBY: My husband [Ill call him Pall has been
ed by Mrs. John Irvin.
for Major and Mrs. Cole who
DEAR ABBY: To back up "OKLAHOMA WHITE": I'll
Mrs. William B. Britton led are leaving Murray. Major Cole
acting kind of funny lately — moody and depressed and like
ask, how many whites condemned to death could be trusted
the closing prayer.
that I finally got him to tell me what was bothering-him.
hat served as president of the
to go out and buy his burial clothes, be fitted for a coffin, say
During the social hour Mrs. association for sometime.
Well, it seems he was feeling "guilty" about an affair he had
good-bye to his friends and be back at the appointed place at
Farmer, assisted by her daughPlans for the Day Care Cenbest
her
my
call
with
was
(I'll
I
friend
Marge].
summer
last
the scheduled time of his execution? There weren't many
ter, Mrs. John Irvan, served de ter and for the coming year
so hurt and heartsick I lost Io pounds in 10 days.
executions, but that is how they were carried out in the
Rightful refreshments to the sit- were discussed.
Pat promised he'd never see Marge again, so I forgave
Creek make. Indians ARE honorable!
teen members and seven guests, New officers for the coming
here's my problem:
But
him
;Alas Patrkla Evans, left, Miss Marilyn Lasater, and
DOMED CHEROKISZ: AURORA -ILJ-NOTS
Mn. SLUM leira.__kvan. Nrs- year .are Pat ,Qrr, president;
with
around
pal
And
to
Merge
Ma'sMeek
used
1
and
Pat
figss garble Kim& Grand officers of the International Order
Britton, Mrs. I. B. Mayfield, Rev. John Jones, vice-presiden's;
don't
I
now
have
to
care
to
anything
and
husband)
Marge's
hr
Rainbow
the
of
Girls, were honored at a party ha w at
Mrs. Dodson, Mrs. Hoyt Craig, Mrs. Joe Mike:, secretary; Mrs.
OONFIDICAITIAL TO WINDY CITY: Deal expect I. Bed
do with them. Marge told me she knew that Pat had
,treasurer.
.and Mrs. Jack Kelly.'
theMasTic Mall on Sunday, May 17.
AgtERE'lrotTrfdErto'lf11711•1 she didn't act one kik ---- - as impsest.prplier lee a ereekeitAlmirm"4*-'--

I haven't done a I
have I conversed wit
while the sun shines.
Saw a few fisherr
THA ADAMS, COLIE
HENRY MAJORS joi
boats being launched
It — but we were fishi
Deep fishing netti
home about. Average
fish. Blue channel cat
of croppie. Bait: a I
worms to fried chicke
well, that's news hei
string of croppie and
children. He said the
tired of pulling them
fusion, forgot to get
will you remind me
names.
-Thank you for the
self. Know what it (az
scaly things and one
hook, /ism- andAnother line and this
man and all. Yelling
hunk of bank and the
boas to release him
Our experience w
W. WINCHESTER.
beautiful catch. Those
boat all this time. bui
places them in the lat
it securely to the boa
the 'bad guys'. As th
fish, basket and good
ed using a few choice
on scaly fish (especia
sympathy to you, sir!
basket.
CORDIE McDOL/
fishing crowd Sunday
and something (blues
ones. What, no carp? 1
Holding up the eel
read some of this sit
shroter Double F.
God bless Amenit
jority.
Happy fishin' of I

Grand Officers Are
Honored At Party
By Rainbow Girls

Mrs. Autry Farmer Mrs. W. A. Farmer
Hostess For Faith Is Program Leader
Doran Meeting

Major & Mrs. Cole
Hosts For Meeting
Of Association

•

•

58 lb. CATFISH, CU
Mr. Riley caught thi
in 2 hours below K
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Fishing
Report

Four baby bison barn at Land
Between the Lakes in the last two
weeks have the distinction of
being the first buffalo born in
this area since the early settlement of the land between the
Tennessee and CumberlandRiver
Valleys. Last September a herd
of 19 buffalo (American bison)
were shipped from the Theodore
Memorial
Roosevelt Natiooal
Park in Medora, North Dakota.
They are believed to be deeceo(tants of the woods strain of
buffalo that once roamed through
this part of the early western
frontier. The herd and their young
now reside in a 100-acre pasture
near the former site of Model,
Tennessee.
As the buffalo prefer the cool
shade of the forested portion of
the pasture during midday, visitors should plan to see the herd
during the morning or late afternoon, They may be observed from
any spot along The Trace, and
now that they have become acoustomed to their new home, are
often spotted near the fence.

KENTUCKY LAKE
FISHING REPORTS
WEEKLY

by GARY NANCE

FRANKFORT, Ky. (UPI) - Well as I said a couple of we•
Black and white bass, croppie eks ago viten the water was high
by LRE SMITH
and bluegills are furnishing most that the fishing might go on and
of the activity in Kentucky Lakes it did, These Kentucky Lake
and reservoirs according to tod- fish are giving the fishermen
I haven't done a lot of hunting and fishing the past week, nor
ay's report by the Department around here a fine time.
have I conversed with those who have. Our friends are farming
of Fish and Wildlife Resources. Ken Bucy of Murray landed a
The department said Green 6 pound largemouth bass last
while the sun shines, and didn't it shine?
River
Reservoir is offering the Saturday using a shyster. He
MARand
the
weekend.
CHARLIE
few
a
past
fishermen
Saw
best black bass and bluegill fish- reported that the water was warm
THA ADAMS, COLIE and BILL SIMMONS and MR. and MRS.
ing.
'td dear,
HENRY MAJORS joined us in some still fishing. With all the
The lake-by-lake rundown:
Jesse Bailey and Carter BaiBlue
River
Black
Reservoir
boats being launched and beached there was nothing still about
ley along with Bunk Oearborough
with
hags
to
some
good
excellent
It - but we were fishing from the bank. No catches were sighted.
of the fish weighing three pounds; went fishing Thursday and caught
Deep fishing netted some small strings, but nothing to write
bluegill good in all sections in 14 catfish and 24 bream in about
home about. Average ranged from ten to twenty medium-size
shallow water; clear and stable three feet of water. These fish
2 pounds
/
ranged in weight from 11
at 70.
fish. Blue channel cat being most evident, with a fair sprinkling
2 pounds and all were can1
to 7/
excellent
bass
Barkley
Black
from
of croppie. Bait: a Duke's mixture, including everything
In all sections caeasiirface and caught on worms.
Then Jesse Bailey caught 7
worms to fried chicken. Raw chicken I've heard of, but cookedmedium deep runners;food, medwell, that's news here. It worked for one gentleman, a nice
ium size crop* around fallen catfish Friday at the same depth
2 to 3 po/
treetops; clear to murky and stab- as before weighing 11
string of croppie and some catfish he saved to delight the grand
74; below dam, bluegill unds on worms, On both trips
at
le
he
often
got
so
were
small
hitting
ones
the
children. He said
they fished out of the State
excellent.
tired of pulling them out and releasing them. During the conKentucky -Black bass many heat dock.
Now for the dock reportsfusion, forgot to get his name. I'm sorry sir, if we meet again
limits, in Blood River section by
we have from Cypress Springs
same
in
good
croppie
casting,
will you remind me I'm supposed to be getting pictures and
area around stumpbeds;, clear Boat Dock that Vernon Motady and
names.
Over 30 people attended the
to
murky and stable at 75; cat- his wife Eva caught 24 crappie
Tuesday, and 28 ffappie Wednes_Thank you for the chicken - but I should have eaten it my- bird identification walk conducted
good below dam,
fish
Peterson at Land
self. Know what it (ant a box of worms) lured to me? Two little by Dr, deli
-In upper part, day fishing around stickups in
Cumberland
Between the Lakes lastSaturday.
white bass good at *hi; black about.2.. to 3 feet of water. They
scaly thin, and one large carp. That beast took the chicken, On
16 a wild flower and
YOme.limits, by casting-in werresisg-tnetilarersere shiners;
base,
ur tirsSfy rk will be
hook, akar and- aizkeweend reendeci for Abe ontleitarnsit.-Ula iiiee-aat
Hugh Massey came home this
THE TWO-TON KILLER WHALE, SHAtAti, looks a bit tuckered
all sections; croppie good at
Another line and this time it looks like he'll get pole and fisher- conducted by a Land Between
out as he arrives by plane in Cleveland for transport to
fair below dam; cle- week with a 7 pound, 2 ounce
trout
night;
and
nearby Aurora and the nation's first inland sea circus, Sea
man and all. Yelling for help, we're trying to hold on to that the Lakes staff member,
ar to murky and 71.
large mouth bass which he caught
on May 23 a bird Identification
World. Shamu is from Sea World in San Diego, Calif.
Barren Reservoir - Black on an under water plug.
the
persuaded
landed
him,
the
Finally
and
pole.
bank
hunk of
completing.
held,
be
will
walk
and
lures
surface
on
good
bass
Mr. Williams said that catboas to release him (in the water) and gave up fishing forever! the series of interpretive veins.
artificial nightcrawlers; bluegill fish are hitting real good on night
Our experience was nil compared to one which happened to All of the nature walks leave
good in all sections; clear and crawlers, fishing on the bottom.
from Center Station in the ConMR. WINCHESTER. He had been fishing tbr hours and had
stable at 74.
Education Center at
servation
Herringten -Scattered catchbeautiful catch. Those croppie and cats had stayed safely in the a.m.
Lynnhurst Resort says this we8
es of black bass by casting and
boat all this time, but while preparing for the journey home he
some croppie and white bass at ek that bass are biting fair on
Rushing Creek Family Campplaces them in the basket (g new one just purchased) and tied
night at 15 feet; clear and stable plugs. Catfish are good on the
bottom with worms, and crappie
it securely to the boat. What happened next shouldn't happen to ground, located near the Kenat 74.
are hitting good around the drtucky-Tennessee state line on
bass;
Nolin
Black
Reservoir
the 'bad guys'. As the boat takes off, the wire breaks, sending
is
May 15 through Oct. 31,
Kentucky Lake will open on May FRANKFORT, Ky. - A sport
lures; op offs on shiners.
fish, basket and good disposition right over the side. He mention- 27. The campground has 212 that is attracting more and more the Kentucky season for frogs some limits, on surface
cle- KenLake Boat Dock said that
casting;
by
bass
good
white
ed using a few choice words. If these words matched our thoughts campsites, 30 of which have elec- outdoor enthusiasts and often pro- and the hunter May bag 15 in a ar to muddy and stable at 74. Bill Snell caught 6 bass, all
viding delectable food for the 24-hour period, which begins at
2
1
on scaly fish (especially carp) the air must have been blue. Our tricity, and is equipped with picRough River Reservoir - largemouth weighing from 2/
noon
to 4 pounds this week on a
and grills,boatlaunch- table is frog hunting. Time was noon on one day and ends at
tables
nic
in
good
bass
bluegill
and
Black
sympathy to you, sir! I would still be there trying to snag that
mess
the following.
ffyrod using a popper in the
ing ramps modern central ser- when a person who wanted a
However, after two 24-hour South Fork; white bass fair in bushes.
basket.
vice buildings, playgrounds, and of frog legs would have to buy
and
falling
clear
North
Fork;
Russell Anderson using a plaCORDIE McDOUGAL and TOMMY JOHNSON joined the marked swimming areas. A snip- them-and they usually came from periods a hunter may take 30 at 73.
Kentucky, in all probability frogs but may not at anytime
stic worm landed 5 largemouth
fishing crowd Sunday evening. They kept eleven cats, a crappie er vised recreational program out of
Crappie
at
good
eight
Dewey
from somewhere way down south. have more than 15 in his poss2 to 4
1
feet; bluegill good; murky and bass weighing from 2/
and something (bluegill or perch). Threw back several small will be held during the summer
That is not to say there were ession while in the field.
at Rushing Creek and at the other
pounds fishing in the bushes and
78.
at
stable
a
with
taken
ones. What, no carp? Boys you're not living right!!
of
be
Frogs
couple
a
may
family campgrounds, Hillman no frogs in Kentucky
Bockhorn Reservoir -Blue- rocks.
Holding up the wheels of progress and higher education and Ferry and Piney. The cost of decades ago, but merely to point gig, by hand, bow and arrow, gill excellent on worms and criis greater now firearm or hook and line from
read some of this stuff over and 'eliminated some, therefore a camping is $2.00 per night and out that the supply
public or private waters, but an ckets; black bass fair on surface
with electricity; than it ever has been.
night
per
$2,25
shroter Double F.
thrabove
appropriate„license is required. lures; clear, but murky in headcame
increase
The
however, 20 lake access areas
God bless America and loose the tongues of the silent ma- offer more lighted camping at ough planning. Back in the fift- If the frogs are taken with a waters, and stable at 72.
Grayson R eser voir- Good blajority.
no charge. All camping is on a ies the Department of Fish and firearm or bow and arrow, then ck bass in upper section; scanhad available a hunting license must be held
Resources
Wildlife
basis.
st-serve
st-comeeflr
fir
HAPPY fishin' of friend!!
ered catches of bluegill and croa great number of tadpoles which by the hunter.
---ppie; murky and stable at 74.
a
of
use
by
merely
taken
are
are
uninitiated
they
If
the
to
Land Between the Lakes' first
Fishtrap Reservoir - Black
license
fishing
a
line,
stage.
and
earliest
pole
the
in
frogs
frog gigging season will open
fair by casting; catfish good; FISHING WITH .
bass
taken
are
they
if
The tadpoles were bullfrogs Is required, but
on May 15 and run through May
clear and stable at 74.
31. When gigging in the Kentucky (which is the species, not the by hand or by use of a gig, then
The North American bluegillportion of the area a Kentucky gender) and for several years either a hunting or a fishing
bluegill sunfish , bream, Poor
placed
valid.
is
license
and
produced
were
they
howfishing license is required;
moxis annularis, or poor man's
It is illegal to possess a gig
ever, in the Tennessee portion In a number of strategic ponds
trout - is among the most popuof any type while in a boat, or
a Tennessee hunting license is statewide.
lar panfishes on earth and it
By the way, those tadpoles on or in a stream, or lake betnecessary. The daily limit is
Isn't any wonderl The species
10 in Tennessee and 15 in Ken- remain as such for.a full year ween Nov. 1 and March 1,
Is abundant, game, widely diswonderful
a
is
hunting
baby
Frog
into
metamorphose
and
permitted
not
is
tucky. Gigging
by Jack oliston
and delicious on the
tributed
joy
much
of
source
a
three
and
In
sport
year.
second
the
frogs
In Hematite Lake or other posted
table. But test your bluegill IQ
areas and is not allowed after to five years they are adults. to many outdoorSmen. But not
--A recent survey indicates the and see if you can answer the
The tadpoles grew into little all pond owners are favorable
midnight. Firearms areprohibite
true or false questions
ed for the taking of bullfrogs in bullfrogs and then to big frogs to frog hunting. Therefore, it is outboard motor.is still the most following
about the species.
and then they started producing not only a courteous gesture to
form Aiiijaat_pr
Land Between the Lakes.
coos-Es
LINiregt1Th ate close"hinitif for peril
tadpoterthertreteves-z
Ron. he Russians, incidentally.
are still doing in great numbers. before going Onto his property are given credit for the first mo- of large and smallmouth black
?— _. •
Is the law.
That is not 3.211esonets-'1
tor of thiss type, an 'eke '
t4eats,are-always-thefirst/07Thowever,-Since an adult bun-frog Another word of caution: Some powered paddle-type gadget 2, In most states bluegills
go. Please use fire carefully. will produce some 20,000 eggs bulls (papa cows) apparently do which they produced in 1838. spawn in deep water? best when
and that's enough to feed a few not like bullfrog hunters too well The first gasoline-powered pro- 3. Bluegills strike
bass with some left grow to mat- and at night may become excited peller-driven outboard was mar- the weather is hot?
by the flashing light. It's best to keted cog-menially by a firm on 4. Trout flies and popping bugs
urity,
A half-dozen frogs in a pond, find out from the owner if he has Long Island Sound in 18% and fished with a flyrod will take as
se lb, cArregit mot by Kr. W. R. Riley from Fredonia.
that is, will furnish a lot of a bull in the pasture near the many of its basic principles are many "gills" as live bait?
Mr. Riley caught this one and another one weighing 20 lbs.,
fish food as well as some ex- stream or pond.
'sout-1 5. The world's record bluegill
still to be found i
weighed 41,4 pounds and was taken
in 2 hours below Kentucky Dam. They were weigheclin at
It's either that, or be ready boards.
cellent meals for the dining room
a nightcrawler?
Fishermans Friend, lake City.
to beat a hasty retreat,
4
table,

Mr. William reports that cat
fish are good on worms and
nightcrawiers using a dip cork
at a depth of 6 feet by the
break wall in front of the dock.
Ken Oak Rod-N-R eel Resort
says ethat the Bowling Green
Bass Club was down this week
and caught 1,000 pounds of Black Bass on an assortment of
plugs.
John Hicks is catching an average of 3a slab crappie a day
weighing 2 pounds apiece using
medium size shiners fishing the
drop offs at a depth of 15 feet.
This concludes my report
for this week, Hope you have
enjoyed it and that it will be
useful to you in your future
trips to the lake.
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Frog Hunting Grows As A
Sport For Outdoors Lover

1

Boating

CHRYSLER
moron comPootAnoo

0
04171400nZIED oibiLLEPI

TAYLOR
MOTORS
6th•POPLAR
"WEST KENTUCKY'S
TRANSPORTATION CENTER"
ruoNE 713-1272

MURRAY HOME I AUTO
it

Zenith TVs
Ctiesinut Street

FINS 'IT
We Give Treasure Chest Stiunps FEATHERS
orrs EVERY
FRIENDS
EVENING UNTIL
MIDNIGHT

Hazel Highway

Murray, Km:Aunty

eviseass 414410 ReAsot

Phone 753-2571

kat kck, Resta* Cabins

i1J11:1111:1
STOP
AND F ILL-UP
AT

so' Sporting eloods
Murray. Ky

WARD - ELKINS

OIL PRODUCTS

cassatoscics I

Give yourself 20 points for
each of the following correctanswers:
1. True . All belong to Centrarchidae, the sunfish family.
2. False. In late springtime
or early summer, bluegills coogregate in shallows(occasionally
less than a foot deep) and scoop
out multiple nests which resemble large underwater honeycomare eawbfor-tishesmon to find and the spawners ar e easy
to catch.
3, False. Actually they strike
the year around and fishing can
be excellent through the ice.
4. True, except of course,when
ice fishing and even then very
small flies are good.
5. False The world's record
weighed 4% pounds, and was caught August 10, 1950 at Ketone
Lake, Alabama, on a Jitterbug.

AO' USED CARS
ko, MINOR REPAIRS
* Phone 753-5562 *

Our New Gun Department
Is Now Open!

CAIN dk TAYLOR
GULF SERVICE.

All Makes of Guns
wE'LL TRADE FOR ANYTHING!

6th and Main Stresta
Murray, Kerstaeay
YERRLE TAYLOR

•

C. a. Cant, las

STANDARD
01 L

r
,

AIUMACRAFT

I

DICK KCITIS

.111.1111,

Murray's Largest and Most Modern Market

11
„ifeciit MARTIN

-GUNS and AMMUNITION -

•

LIBERTY
Super Market

/

KENYA FIND - Kenyan anthropologist Richard E. Leakey, 25, holds up one of his
recent discoveries, the skull
of Auatralopithecus, a manlike creattre that lived in
Northern Kenya 2.6 million
years ago. Leakey;shown In
Washington. also has uncovered the fragmented skull-ofa possible early man itight
foreground) and primitive
cutting tools during his expedition to Lake Rudolf

G AND H MOBILE HOMES
Boat
Company

RICHARD ORR
01ST. CO.
Bulk Distributor

NEW

& USED

• sanyice "No •allot &&&&&&
.wv

ONt milt tat? OF Myliteav
Orrice P14 7113,1111110111

...J.t-vr-0• *rim,
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1109 Pogue Avenue
Phone 753 4652 .
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Multiplying mania
calls a halt
SINGAPORE (UPI)-When
23-year old Lee /ling Seen married auto mechanic Lee Yoke
Shim, 32, in 1966, she planned
lo have four children.

Health insurance leaders
NEW YORK (UPI)-Nine
BRUSSELS (LP1)--Police ol states top $350 million in priBrussels' 19 neighborhoods are vate health insurance benefits,
to be placed under one command reports the Health Insurance
after a wave of armed holdups in Association of America. They
the Belgian capital in which at are New York, California, Pennleast one gang got away because sylvania, Michigan, Illinois, Ohio,
of lack of coordination among Texas, New Jersey and Massathe cit), 's independent police Thusetts.
forces.

The first year she gave birth
to a son. The next time around
brought twins-both girls. The
•Question
third year she had triplets-all
HONG KONG (UPI)-Is Hong
boys. Fearful of this matheThe Boeing 747 jumbo jet has
cleaner? in March,
maticil progression,she did what a cruising speed of 575 Miles per Kong getting
tons of refuse were colshe thought was best. She got hour and a maximum speed of 43,339 compared with 45,062
lected,
625 miles per hour.
herself sterilized.
tons in March, 1969.

Whats
FliktIK A.
STUBBLEFIELD
Done Lately?

Sicily-Italy lilt studied
ROME (UM)-A government
commission is studying 152 blueprints for a bridge or underwater
tunnel between Sicily and the
Italian mainland.

Styles in currency change-if
you don't believe it, talk to grandad. He'll tell you about silver
dollars, those huge glittering cartwheels and the richly golden
coins once legal to °tam and so
often given for birthdays and
weddings. Perhaps too, he has
tucked away one of the old fashioned greenbacks, whose size
dwarfs our present dollar bills.
All gone, as is the Indianhead penny, but still the changes
come swiftly. Among the new
developments are bank checks
designed like art portfolios. Such
Americana as famed monuments,
old railroad stations, log cabins
and regional landmarks are bringing protests that the name of
the payee and the amount are becoming hard to read.
But even as the protests are
uttered, the growing popularity
of the bank charge card mon aping to solve the problem by providing anew form of credit. These
ubiquitous charge cards serve
the buyer in the most-out-of-theway places, as well as the more
familiar hotels, restaurants,airlines, etc.
For instance, you can have your
pet buried in a special pet cemetery, have your horoscope interpreted by a mail order astrologer
and pay almost every type of
government tax bill through the
card. Simply present your bank
tharnsard in payment.

-----6—eurteryotnEr-trb=2-rard
redeem an item out of pawn
or purchase pawned items.OranCounty Trust Co. of Middletown,
CALLOWAY COUNTY
N.Y. offers parachutists skydiv(net Including Federal money inado avaltible to Murray State fee various programs)
Mg privileges through the card.
25,240 — (4-23-68) — Federal Aid for Airports trent to Murray Airport
Ohio State University, among
117,000 — (5-3146) — WA 'rant for Murray Waste Treatment facility
others, will let you pay for tui4,500,000 — (6-3447) — WA lean for Carbon-Graphite Co. at Murray
tion, room and meals with It.
292,050 — Total in WA grant (6-2-46) and HEW grant (8-2-65) to City of Murray,
Some churches will take your
for
Sewage treatment plant; HEW portion was from Water Pollution & ConSunday donation via the card
trol Board
582,797 — (8448) — HUD leen for construction of 50 low-rent homes for the
elderly, including $10,000 made as a preliminary loan for the planning of the
project
2311,000 — (7-2745) — Community Facilities Administration's Public Facility lean
I)FANUTS
for new water distribution system for Murray No. 2 Water District
63,500 — (6-2046) — Farmers Home Grant to City of Hazel for water system
63,500 — (6-2046) — Farmers Home Grant to City of Hazel for water system
1116.000 — (8-2943) — Accelerated Public Works Grant for Murray No. I Water
District
102M111 — (8-2e43) — Public Facilities Lime for Murray No. 1 Water District
23,011— (8-3143) — Accelerated Public Works Gram for street improvements-Murray (ararrama)
34.000 — (3-1143) — Accelerated Public Works Grant for street improvements—
Murray
52.000 — (5-2743) — Accelerated Public Works Greet to Hazel for sewer system
128,112 — (51547) — Western Ky. Regional Mental Health & Mental Retardation
Board — Grant from Public Health Service — Murray, Kentucky, to service Calloway and 8 other counties.
WATIRSHED PROGRAMS OP BENEFIT TO CALLOWAY COUNTY
(redoes flood damage a soli erosion)
WM Fair of Clerks River Watershed Protection Program (approved 8-31-59) and as of
July 1, 1987, $919.000 in WP-08 Funds had been obligated for this watershed) It contains 201 thousand acres in Calloway, McCracken, Marshall,
& Graves counties.
4 Clerics River Watershed iireirein (approved 6-2140) and as of July I,
Welt F•rig.
1987, $1,191,100 in WP-041 funds had been obligated for this watershed).
It contains 149,000 acres in Calloway, McCracken, Marshall, and Graves
counties.
Public Works Prefects (Corps of Beseineeirs) of bonen to Calloway
Clerks River begin Flood Control Project — the streambed is being restudied by the
Engineers as a result of a $21,000 appropriation made during FY 1988
for this general investigation and feasibility report of the cost-benefit
ratio, which would result from the implementation of needed flood control measures.
$ IONS — (4-749) FHA loon to Hazel for a water system.
114.21111 — (7-546) Office of Education Title I grant to Murray State University to
conatruet a neniv.geeeni-elasimooni huikiinga
— (10-2568) — HUD lean for construction of a multi-story dormitory at
Murray State University. •
-02-3414 HUD additional been for Murray Municipal Marslareermnission
for additional low-rent housing.
MAN — (3-3040) HEW Hill-Burton grant to Murray-Calloway County Hospital and
Convalescent Division for remodeling of existing general hospital and an
addition of 54-bed long-term care facility.
SAINIO — (5.1448) Federal Water Pollution Control grant to Murray to aid In constructing new interceptor sewers, puniping station, and force main.
*608 — (10-748) WA greet to Murray to help industrial growth and enable Mar-,
_ray State University to continue its expansion program.
1710114 — (AMU)FHA lean to Murray for Water District No: 3 for water system
to serve 150 families near Murray, Ky.
711111 — (4-27-70) Labor Dept. Funds for trainees for licensed practical nurses in
Murray-Mayfield area.
34.160 — (4-17-70) HEW — National Defense Student Loan Program. Murray State
University.
162,000 — (4-20-70) HEW Grant to Murray State University for the Educational
Opportunity Grants Program.
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No excuse
AUSTIN, Tex. (UPD-LSD
users are legally responsible for
any crimes they commit in
Texas while under the influence
of the drug.
The state legislature has voted
not to allow persons to be excused for crimes on grounds of
intoxication or insanity brought
on by use of dangerous drugs.
•

CROSSWORD PUZZLE
ACROSS

,POLLUTION DETECTOR—With

a contaminated atmosphere as
a background, Lydia Schmitt displays a new RCA electronic
device—a "Quantacon" tube—that is expected to play an
important role against air and water pollution. It is a supersensitive iirt detector and will be the heart of future elee- trona instruments for measuring contaminants in the air,
rivers, lakes and streams. The tube
muy_be used in
nuclear, biological and astronomical research.

also

just write your card num
on a slip of you'll be bill
Examples are Congressional C
urch in Vergennes, Vt; and Blu
Hal Baptist Church of San Jos
Calit.
If you happen to be in Bosto
all 117 cars of a tar.ii 'fleet
accept a bank card for the far
11.810A--Aa portable "Iblinriater'

which will give $25 or $50 if their
special card is inserted. These
charge cards have a magnetic
strip that records the transaction
and updates the number of times
the card has been used. The
cardholder must select the amount of money desired and punch
in a secret code number that matthe code in We Inageetic
ip.Jpzdetiox the_
major political parties are r
to present the cash. The ansount
Idly discovering that charge-ear given is charged against the appds are a good way to raise moo- ropriate account, typically either
for campaigns, as are many
a checking account or the cardthe large charities (such as Ch holder's bank account.
ristmas Seal Appeal).
Yes, money styles have changBut wait is it merely money ed, Talk it over with your grandyou want, the familiar feel of ad. Of course, you'll not only
friendly money, the crisp green- get retniniscenes, but the usual
back? Some banks are making comment how much easier you've
use of a special vending machine got it than he had.

1- Employ
4-Liquid
measure (abbr.)
6-Retail
establishment
11-Intractable
person
13-Fruit
15-Printer's
mows
16-Salt of acetic
acid
18-Greeting
19-River in Italy
21-Juncture
22-Unit of Iranian
currency
24-Planet
•
26-Mix
28-Compass
29-Asp
31-Proiecting
tooth
33-Man's
nickname
34-Unit of Italian
currency (pt.)
36-Oriental nurse
38-A continent
(abbr.)
40 Weary
I2-Cooks slowly
45-Greek letter
47-Identical
49-Great Lake
50-3oth measure
(PI-)
52-Father

point

37-Wife of Zeus
38-Lance
39-Slumbering
•
41-Arabian
commander
43-Season
44-Compass point
46-Prefix: not
48-Muse otPullffY

51-Mast
53-Protective shield
57-Goddess of
healing
58-Printer's measure
60-Poem
62-Parent-fcellerti--64-Symbol for
tellurium

HELP WAN

WANTED: lady exi
salad preparation, ft
part time. Good woi
tions, must be nes
and able to furnish
ences. No phone
Colonial House Smc

WANTED dish mad
or, full and part tim.
calls. Apply Color
Smorgasbord.

WANTED: Homewoi
lope addressers. Se
dressed stamped er
complete details.
1474 N. Grand St. Vi
48992.

WANTED: full time
lady for local dress s
a4 qualifications
endidi to P. 0. Box 1.
Ky.

WANTED: Man for I
salon in Automoth
ment Parts business
and vicinity. Send a
sume to Box 32-L, M
tucky.

TWO-BEDROOM fir
pertinent, availeble
—753-26987

AUTOS FOR

MS JEEP, four
bow mileage, Ms tw.
753-7850.

DOWN
1-Southwestern
Indian
2-Chinese skiff
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THREE-BEDROOM f
partment for boys. t,
nished. 1641 Mille
phone 753-1775.

Distr. by United

eatery

yndicate

by Charles M. Schulz

1966 CHRYSLER Ni
door, all power, ah
ad, good tires, gooe
Local car. Phone '
753-1681.

1964 IMPALA SS, .1
cellent mechenicel
000 miles on engine.
3410 after 5:00 p. m.

1985 FORD station
Mr conditioner. Air
ternetional pick-up.
7315.
1966 CORVETTE Stir
dark blue, excellent
Bruce Gillespie, 1611
lye Apartment 3. 1
8417.

THAT'S MY GRANDAD--WHEN IT COMES TO
BEING OLD-FASHIONED,
HE'S THE CHAMP

WHAT
MAKES YOU
SAY THAT?,

HE STILL THINKS A

HUNDRED DOLLARS
Is A LOT OF MONEY

1964 FORD Fairla
good comdiilon MO0.
eat offer. Phone 751

1965 MUSTANG GI
speed, red. Mickey
;nags. Good motor
mission. Real clean t
Phone 753-6170.
'54 FORD, 14on di
new tires. Call 753-24

NEED SOMEONE to
payments on 1968 Do
er, 4-speed, real ni
753-2521.

1965 THUNDFABIEI
ible. All power and
Phone 7534584.

1984 ElCamino, 283,
power brakes, rad
dein. Phone 458491
L

1985 OLDS, 98 &Inver
milea4MAMR-C1Mn.-1
2323.

THOSE INDIAN KID5'LL GET
RACKED UP IF THEY TRY TO
TAK OVER TI-4E CAMPUS.

J.

1964 OLDSMOBILE ci
$400.00. 1964 Th:
$500.00. Also 14 ft. 1
with 50 b. p. Phase 4
753-7267.

\
-N
\

1967 CORVETTE a
white, 327, automatic,
elle, two tops, exoeit
lion. Kentucky tags. 1'
-4478 or 7534135.

\

TRUCK with camper,
dition Reasonable pi
be seen at 1713 Oalls

't

:1968 VAUANT, sboi
. good condition. Ph=
:414 or 753-7304. nizli

'50 FORD Station W
cellent running condi
753-857&

Lir

or

PI KA PLETON,
FOSD I CK'S
VETERAN
FIANCEE •

T. Sledd, Murray. Ky., Treasurer

WOMO MOW
420MM UMMAH
WOMS3a =IMOLA
UOAM NOCK4 300
DOA 71RMO 001A0
UP M000 OMBOU
MOM 11000
M30100 OMR MO
OgiO0 JOMM amu
30M3 00MM
M33000 OUMORO
MUCIAM MOU20
MIRO sago

by Ernie Bushmiller

THE P)ME
pRusFEkcE

Paid for by Stubblefield for Congress Campaign Committee,

3-Teutonic deity
4-Moccasins
5-Woody plants
6-Endurance
7-Small child
8-liebrew
measure
9-Sun god
10-Gaseous
hydrocarbon
12-Symbol for
tantalum
14-Lubricated
17-Makes lace
20-Spoken
23-Preposition
24-Manuscript
(abbr.)
25-Brief sketch
27-Male sheep (pr.)
30-Goddess of
discord
32-Opening in fence
35-Rubber on
pencil (PL)

Answer to Yesterday's Puzzle

article
57-uipritho4ir—`"
56-Record of peers
59-Preposition
61-Mend
63-Shaded
65-Young salmon
(PC)
66 Bone
67-Before

An Active Vocal Minority Could
Win ...If You Fail to Vote

Young addicts
QUEBEC CITY (UPD-One
out of every five youths attending secondary school in Quebec
City uses narcotics, a federal
commission inquiring into the
use of dings was told by a
police officer.
Lieut. Elezar Bertrand of the
city police youth service also
told the.commission there was a
serious lack of cooperation "not
only from the parents but also
at the level of medical attention'
in dealing with the problem.
"Some hospitals in the city
refuse to treat the children whc
are seriously involved in`the use
of drugs," he said.

UT-??--HE
DREAK OUR
HEW MIME FOSDICK ENIGACIIEMILNT.1
ITY
is
su
miartiAstriS
)

THAT'LL LEAVE YOU
FREE TO LOOK

IELSEWHILRJE!!

Ari
built at ir,,5t(if

ft:t7

1970
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POE SALO

Ike,S'ell,Tfratie
10,,RentFtW

10th ANNIVERSARY
CELEBRATION
•
Washable

TIMOMIlf

the

SATURDAY - MAY 13 1970

80

Polyester Knits

a
not

BO

HELP WANTEla

AUTOS POR GALS

AUTOS POS MLR

REAL UTATI FOR SALI

UAL ESTATE FOR SALII

Full Bolts-First Quality

'3.66 yard

FOR SALO

PANASONIC solid Mate portable PERFECT
gift!
graduation
tape recorder. Two tape spank, White toy pceadle, male, AKC
AC-DC %oersted. Model No. RQ registered. ilas first settee of
1025. Accessories; Dynamic mic- PuPPY Moak 875.00. Plume 753rophone with remote control 1549.
switch, miarophoce owe and
head belt, radio cord 11, 3 inch 1969 HONDA, 300 tc. See at
mei and a magnetic ear phone. 916 North 18di Street. M-23-P
Splicing tape and betted... SEWING MACIIINE. Brand new
Used one month, $30.00. Phone 1969 model, does all fancy
753-3147 before 9:00 p. m.
work even writes names, Imply
TEM. turn lever and sew. Price reDON'T throw that rug away, duoed to $28.00 cash price beclean it with Blue Lustre. You cause of small scratches in ship
753em rent a shampooer for only ping or Z-Z terms. Gall
June-l-C
14-23-C 3520.
$1.00 at Big K.

AN EXTRA NICE 3-bedroom 3-BEDROOM brick home within
•
brick near the City Park. 2 2 blocks of the University. Has
bath rooms, formal dining room, a large (13' x 751 living room,
nice drained, stove, dish washer, large (15' x 26') kitcheo-family
family room with fire- loom, 1% canamic baths, utility
room, carport, storms doors and
piece, attached garage.
5 BEDROOM brick with full windoise, kitchen built-ins, die-1969 Ford Torino
GARAGE SALE: 815 Broad, ELECIROLUX Sweeper. Large
basement, located across the miss, 2 Mr conditioners. Per.
Your Singer Sewing Dealer
Bagwell Subdivision, Saturday. Deluxe model, just received,
street from the University cam- Sect for OX130000 corinected with
Bel Air Shopping Center
WANTED dish machine operatpus. High state of repair, COW the' University.
8 a.m. -9 p.m. • Mon.-Sat. May 23, 8:00 a. m. till PaY (NAY $19.50 cash price, Or
9-passenger, locally owned. Only 5,500 miles. Air conor, full and part time. No phone
Infant, child- payments arranged to respontral heat and air conditioning, BRAND NEW 3-bedroom brick
1 p.m. - 6 p.m. - Sundays Bargains galore.
ditioner, luggage rack, AM FM stereo radio, select
calls. Apply Colonial House
ren', ladies and mens clothes. sible party. Has complete clamextra nice large lat. Ideal loco- home in Westwood, only * short
M-23-C
Smorgasbord.
shift Cruisecomatic, power steering, traction-lok diftion for fraternity and zoned distance from the site of the
Some men's shirts, size 17, like ing tools and even decnother,
R-4.
ferential, 2-way power tail gate, deluxe wheel covers,
new. Single bed, GE washer, runs perfect Call 753-2620.
new Kinsey High School. This
WANTED: Homeworken, enveI
June-1-C
1,800
household items, piece goods,
has
trim,
knitted
vinyl
grill,
towing
package,
deluxe
trailer
aPP113XinMileb'
"‘•""
story
134
self-adTHE
family,
FOR
large
lope addressers. Send
ItnAL MATS FOR SALM everything cheap.
14-234
rear-facing
black
aide
3rd
yacht
panels,
deck
seat,
dhizn
e. roen4
room.
ag
0 17
car90
ares
fte liviiiving
urgerrigidaire
:
Livingkitc
lij
;
ng
pkiv
hen.
1
dressed stamped imvelope for
roomphanceo
RED ROSE Centeanin Sweet
jade color.
FOUR-BEDROOM, two story
suit room,
complete details. Keafauvees
slips at Mot Oak, KY.
Potato
assortalso
fans,
window
TWO
11
CanPanelled
in
mcen
lot
shaded
home on tree
den and utility. Double garage. che°41nliLY
1474 N. Grand St. Wabash, Ind.
375-5155, wingo eaPhone
436Phone
jars.
canning
size
FROM
THIS
TODAY
$1650
SEE
AND
ed
SAVE
living
tbury Estates. 2% baths,
June-3-P
Located on Main Street.
46992.
changeTFNC
2289.
ORIGINAL STICKER PRICE!
baths, cell room, dining room, kitchen with
,..
4-BEDROOM brick and 20 acres hi lutcheeto 2 ceranik
alld.Olr, Will to wail
.
WANTED: full time alteration
built-ins and breakfast area, GOLF CLUBS, left handed. 5 MUSICAL Merchandise. Assume
of good land, located just 234 tail DOM
Please
shop.
lady for local dress
im &fdaired.'mmlerwill panelled family room with fire- Irons, 2 woods and bag. Phone payments on walnut Spinet
m lt
n
miles from the dV limits.
sect qualifications and refer.
place and beamed ceiling, slid- 753-3190 after 5:00 p. m. 14-23-C piano, $18.72 per month at
A SPACIOUS 5-bedroom beatens to P. 0. Box 144, Murray,
Leach's Music Center on Chestad on Olive. Formal dining BEDROOM tome with alumi- ing glass door to large deck.
M-234
KYroom, wooded lot. Excellent ft um riding. Just 1/4 mile west Two car garage with storage ONE STORM DOOR, 31 inch, nut Street, phone 753-7575.
Sycamore Street Open Evenings Ph. 753-7114
mincing can be arranged with the new high school. on Lynn area above. Full walk out base- $10.00. Set of Spalding golf
WANTED: Man for reliable Polow down payment and at a Grove Highway, on a large sha- ment with sliding glass door to clubs, $35.00. Kodak slide proa
Replaceanion in Automotive
old, trained.
dy lot (170' x 170'). Home has patio, palls windows, city school jector, $15,00. Honda ee motor. HORSE, five yens
low
interest rate.
Murray
ment Parts business in
Irving district, underground utilities, cycle, $115.00. Phone 480-2303 Also Western middle and bridle.
in
carpeting
wafito-vrall
full
a
frame
2
with
-BEDROOM
and vicinity. Send complete rem.an.c Phone 753-3468 alter 6:00 p. as
baseman, central heat and au room and dining room, fireplace city sewer, paved drive, gas
M-25-P
sume to Box 32-L, Murray, Kencondition
air
central
utility
and
beat
room,
living
ap
room.
and
of
lots
OlifIRSO
conditioning,
NOTN:11
M-28-C
tucky.
anything like It,"
, separate garage. Immacu- Mg. For appointment call 753- NEVER usedinuo
pLiences. This is a quality con
weaning
wax. carpet APPROXIMATELY 50
M-2114 say users of
8248.
THREE-BEDROOM furnished a- HMO CALENDAR Duk Slamb HAY CUT, bailed and put in structed home and is in a top late condition.
sham Pigs. Weight 30-40 lbs. Phone
electric
Rent
cleaner.
753-8090.
Phone
barn.
comunits,
-BEDROOM
3
TWO
at
now
are
available
furrefills
mil
state of repair. Located cleat
partment for boys. Utilities
0 753-5598. M-27-NC
;
7-37:
1969
24
WA:,
estern
g
JuneêC to dotown.
PlittelY furnished, in this well- $10 DOWN and $10 per month ofpooer,,Th$el
nished. 1641 Willer Avenue, the bidets•Thom Office Sap14-23-C
Wishing
EL 12' x 52' trailer
1959
the
of
west
just
MHO SAWS FILED, lawn mowers and A 4-B ROOM brick with dou- kept duplex
ftra.
Iii-26-C
phone 753-1775.
will buy a large wooded 100' x
Highway 9t This 200' lot at Keniena Shores. All SLIGHTLY USED high chair, With kr somdttioning Muet. sell,
o
y
garage
L
located
ble
at
°a
limits
*
sit
small appliances repaired and
TWO-BEDROOM furnished acombination concrete block and
including water avail playPen, stroller, and ether it- moving. Mingle 7534162- 1/11'23-C
yard tools sharpened. 512 R. Grove on a 2 acre wooded lot. stucco. building ia situated on utilities
pertinent, available June 1.
_NICE_ 4-BEDROOM home with
Phone
7134toov-a8oaLoss: We bee,the
Street.
12th
filinth
-a4iume.
F
nit
ANN
'
loth
Phinif
Mr-tiiiidirsiised.
-Carpeted,
em an of lant able. lake - neenan-Privilenea..
-3---bat&
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1955 THUNDERBIRD convert- The worms and insects may Contact Gene Garfield, Ever- tric grill for your outdoor
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according
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cially zoned lot. Needs some remodelled large frame home. pounds after it was forged from
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1965 OLDS, 98 convertible'. Low
Kelly Termite
LOST in vicinity of Glendale repair but is priced right.
Located northwest of Puryear, a 60,000=pound ingot at Cheme- -of public „ works James J-:' have been soot to Portland by
mileage.-EGGI-Clean..Phorie 438Robeon.
Road, Meidean Chioahua. An- TWO APARTMENT house across Tenn., but still within easy com- iron Corporation's
Milwaukee Brewers. GUS Gill,
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2323.
swers io name of Tina. Phone the street from the tISIS camp- muting distance of Murray. 13 Forge division plant Pennsylvania
here.
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base,
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1964 OLDSMOBILE convertible,
The carbon steel fitting was
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Thunderbird,
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show
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mercirl building
Mo. We'll be happy
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sania power station where it was miles of glaciers than the rest room for Roberto Pena, who
square in downtown Murray you this fine farm.
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100 ACRE FARM located
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1967 CORVETTE Sting Ray,
blacktop
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white, 327, automatic, low mile- TWO-BEDROOM duple' iamb
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1965
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truck
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TRUCK with camper, good concondi- a 16 on. yd. side leader packer highway frontage. Financing TO BUY .... we us! TO SELL
dition Reasonable price. May NICE FURNISHED air
qualto
interest
at
6%
available
...list with us!
tioned apartments for college body. Truck own be inspected
be seen at 1713 Callaway,
.FULTON YOUNG Realty, 4th
753-3883 et the Sanitation Department ified buyer.
1TC girls. Call 753-3108 or
a
on
farm
A CHOICE 28 acre
mid Maple, Phone 753-7333.
TIC headquarters on N.
12th St. Ext blacktop road located 334 miles
Fulton E Young,
1986 VAUANT, straight shift,
Bids will be received until 5:00 from the city limits west of Home phones:
753-4946; Ishmad Stinson, 753. good condition. Phone 733-5801
p. ril., May 28, 1970.
Murray. Beautiful wooded area
city or 753-7304. nisht. M-26-P FURNISHED apartments and
The City reserves the right for a building site. A very clean 1534.
private rooms for college boys to reject any or
bids
subfarm, good fencing, Pole harm BEAU!irUL, Almost new, asala
'39 FORD Station Wagon, Ex- Call 753-5108 or 753-5885. TIC
'
11-M-23-C and a well are on the property. tact designed, custom built split
mitted.
cellent running_ condition. Call
5% INTEREST. Financing avail- level home with two large wood14-29-C UNFURNISHED one bedroom
753-8573.
able at 5% simple interest, with ed lots in Sherwood Forest.
duplex apartment Shady yard,
only 10% down, on prime home Over 3600 square fen in alt
private drive and airport at
sites. This is a good time to Carpeted living room, has es
1631 Farmer. Available June 1.
492-8174 after
thedral beamed ceiling and hale
buy. See us now for details.
10th ANNIVERSARY
'the Houston Astrodome e $65.00. Phone
TFC
Realtor,
m.‘
finesse. Large dining ell with
TUCKER,
p.
DONALD
4:00
million.
CELEBRATION
$37.6
allieall-of
built
Maple Street, MUrray, Kentucky glass sliding doors onto 12'
phone 753-4342: Home phones: 30' redwood dick. Lovely kiteli
Dotted Swiss
CLEAN two-bedroom 10' wide
Tucker, 753-5020: en with *atm cabinets, diaper
Donald R.
66t a yard
mobile home. Private lot, air, dish washer and attached
er,
Bobby Grogan, 753-4978 M
conditioned. Alm one small
45% Dacron - 35% Cotton
breakfast room. Stone foyer,
•
trader, $45.00 per month, air.
Panelled family room with glass
conditioned. Phone 489-3672.
doors to stone patio. Four car
Register for
M-23-C
Feted bedrooms and also office
FREE VACUUM CLEANER
which can he fifth bedroom_
30
away
May
given
to be
FURNISHED apartment, newly
WANTID TO BUY
Three complete tiled baths. Isr
decorated. Phone 435-2323.
tide two car garage. Dry lower
M-23-C
WANTED to buy used aiweMurray Sewing
level has very large flubbed
ditioner, $30.00. Phone 762-4430 game room with large fireplaen
Center
FURNISHID apartment, air-eonIS 23-C also
utility room. Many other
Your Singer Sewing Dealer
tioned and carpeted. Reasonbiy priced, 1414 Vine. 14-25-C
WANTED: A small hand vacu- extras such as cede,shake roof,
Bel Air Shoppinf Center
Anderson windows and electron
8 a.m. 9 p m. Mon.-Sat. um cleaner that runs on flash- is sir
TRAILER, located in
cleaner. Gas heat and
used
or
new
light
batteries,
1 p.m. 6 p.m. • Sundays
Home VWage. Phone
11-2.5-C electric central air condition
Phone
7534130.
51-25-C
-3895 or 753:3482.
Int BY transferred owner. 731
H-M 23-C
7488,
WANTED: lady experienced in
salad preparation, full time and
part time. Good working conditions, must be neat, efficient
and able to furnish good references. No phone calls, apply
Colonial House Smorgasbord.
M-26-C

SPECIAL!!

V-8 Country
Squire Station Wagon

Murray Sewing
Center
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Sportswear
Close Out

Sewing
Center
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At Your Trees!
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THE

Hospital Report

NEW YORK (UPI)- Richard
Caster, a wide receiver and
May 21, 1970
tight end from Jackson State,
102 has signed with the New York
Census - Atli:ills
Census - Nursery ... 7 Jets, Head Coach and General
Dismissals
Manager Weeb Ewbank anWill Beale, Box 11, Murray nounced Wednesday.
Mrs. Norma Darnell, Route 1
Caster, drafted No. 2 by the
Almo; Mrs. Barbara June Mor. Jets, caught 160 passes for 3,638
ton, Route 1, Benton, Miss Cyn- yards during his four-year
thia Robinson, 504 Pine, Mur. career at Jackson State. As a
ray; Thomas R. Jones, Jr., 140. senior, he caught 36 passes for
Sycamore, Murray; Ray Jour 990 yards.
den, Route 1, Murray; Miss
Also coming to terms with
Mary Ann Melugin, 1312 Farris the Jets was *ark Lomas, a
Ave., Murray; Mrs. Elizabeth defensive lineman from NorthBlum, Route 6, Murray; Ray ern Arizona chosen 'n the
Herndon, 400 No. 7th Street, eighth round of the college
Murray; Mrs. Bytha Self, Route draft.
5, Murray.
Ruts from Pioneers' wagons
are still visible at several places
in Nebraska.
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Quotes From The News
By xNITED PRESS INTERNATIONAL

MURRAY, KENTUCKY

The name dandelion is a
corruption of the French dentrklion, meaning lion's tooth.

HOUSTON - Vice President Spiro T. Agnew. replying to
critics who have said he should be more close-mouthed:
"I choose my own words, and I set the tone of my speeches.
And I intend to be heard above the din even if it means raising
my voice."
+
+
+
TEL AVIV - Israeli Deputy Premier Yigal Allon, warning of
possible reprisals against Lebanon for the Arab guerrilla attack
on a school bus which killed 11 persons:
"The arm of 'ffie Israeli defense forces is long. Its blow is
devastating. Those responsible for this bloodbath will not get
away with it."
+
+
+
NEW YORK - U.N. Ambassador Jamil M. Baroody of Saudi
Arabia. calling for the removal of United Nations headquarters
from New York following an attack by pro Jewish militants on
The Rome Gelloseum is also
offices of ti.:o Arab organizations:
known as the Flavian Ampla the
believe New York City no longer is a suitable place for
-giVe
theater
an international organization to work for peace."

and the
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Let's get together. Call us.

FARMINGTON SWEET FEED MILL
Farmington, Ky.

if YOU truly

The North American condor
produces only one egg every
two years, says the !stational
Geographic.
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JACKSON. Miss. - Negro leader Charles Evers, intoning
tn .some 2,500 persons at the funeral of one of two youths killed
during disorders at Jackson State College:
"How long, 0 Lord, will our white brothers continue to
destroy us? It must stoo now."
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at 4:30 p. m. Idooday for Mayfield, where they will vied the
Curlee and Merit Clothing CauPasty Planta sed several Graves
(Continued From Page 1)
County clay miring and ceramic
roanufacturiog operations.
visitbefore
city
maw m that
will be an
Their next at
They
Cadiz.
log Paducah end
Kuttaars, wheee thew
at
26
May
*MI come to Murray from licP.
the Kenkinsville, where they are ache- ire scheduled to visit
at Eddyville
dialed to viait the Kentucky tucky State Pram
CIO
State Livestock Disease Labora- before going on to Caivert
maples
tory and a dark Bred tobacco to see the industrial
there.
processing pliniL
homes
In Murray Sunday night, the Beare leaving for their
Brazilians will be the boom an July 6, the Braziliens will
guests al Mr. end Mrs. limald have sten the western half of
Hurt, Mr. end Mrs. Taiinial:-D. the Commonwealth like few
Taylor, Mr. and Mrs. Randal Kentuckians have.
They will have orient from
Chuechill, Mr. and Mks. Don
-Icaran5- 1k.rat Ilat- WHIM one dm to a we in each of
unlit, Mr. anktilrit BcA Moyer 96'Ethane* amlieniheewill ham men everything from
and Mr. and Mrs. Hughes.
the races at Louisville's ChurcJim Wilson, chairman of the hill Downs to a Pig Pastor pork
Group Study Exchange Commit- production operation st Cadh.
tee in the Murray Club, Is i's Mammoth Cave mod nimy other
charge of the arrangements for of Kentucky's tourist attractions
their visit in this area.
also ore on their Mammy.
lionday, the BrezWans will
University,
vied Murray State
NEW YORK (UPI) the only inch institution on
NBC and Universal TV have
itinerary, during the mornI the
ing, and following a luncheon in work a one-hour special for
at the University as guests of next season that will deal with
President Harry M. SPerki thd the activkies of stuntmen and
University officials, will TUB stuntwomen of the movie
the Chrieroan Popcoen Cmh industry. "The Thrill of the
pany in the afternoon.
Fall" is the title.
They are scheduled to leave

The Pr

Calloway

corn borers sevu
we have the

The world's largest bronze
statue, 53 feet high and weighing 452 tons, is the Great
Buddha at Nara,Japan.
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Benjamin Franklin has been
credited with inventing the first
swim fins - made of wood and
worn on Loth hands and feet.
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OPEN 9:00 A.M.
*
NO APPROVALS or RETURNS of SALE MERCHANDISE

MADEMOISELLE SHOP

1 I IS. 4th Street

Phone 753-3882
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